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One of the 50 coolest websites... they just say how it is - TIME The Shawshank Redemption 1994 R - 7.7.7 Prison Drama with Tim Robbins. SEX/NUDITY 7 - Brief male nudity, in prison shower scenes. Rape of a man on a man takes place behind the screen. The review continues below...
VIOLENCE/GORE 7 - Cases of rape of a man on a man occur behind a screen, but are shown several brutal beatings: one person is beaten to death. The character shot half a dozen times in the chest. One man shoots himself in the head - the camera cuts off at a critical moment, but it is
shown with a hole in his head and blood splattered on the wall. The man hanged himself, although we see him only after being knocked down. The man is stabbed to the throat. The review continues below... LANGUAGE 7 - The F-word is used many times, plus scatological and anatomical
references and other profanity. The review continues below... The review continues below... DISCUSSION TOPICS - Murder, suicide, rape, corrupt prison system. MESSAGE - Friendship and hope can support people in the most difficult circumstances. Keep in mind that while we do our
best to avoid spoilers it is impossible to hide all the details, and some of them can reveal important elements of the plot. We've gone through a few editorial changes since we started covering movies in 1992 and the old reviews aren't as complete and accurate as the last ones; We plan to
review and fix old reviews as resources and time allows. Our ratings and reviews are based on theatrically-released versions of films; On the video is often unrated, Special, Director Cut or Advanced version, (usually accurately labeled, but sometimes incorrect) released, which contain
additional content that we do not review. We are a fully independent website with no links to political, religious or other groups - we neither ask nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our premium site for just $2/month and
get upfront reviews, no ads, none, never. And you will help support our website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism - and we accept compliments too. While we read all the emails and try to reply, we don't always manage to do so; Rest assured that we will not share your
email address. We are a fully independent website with no links to political, religious or other groups - we neither ask nor choose advertisers. You can help us maintain our independence with a donation. Become a member of our premium site for just $2/month and get upfront reviews, no
ads, none, never. And you will help support our website and our efforts. We welcome suggestions and criticism - and we'll take compliments too. While we read all the emails and try to reply, we don't always manage to do so; be sure we won't share Address. Moderate film can be often
sharp and dark in tone. Prisoners torment new people who have just arrived, their reactions can be very difficult to watch as they scream and cry. Beatings can be intense for many. There are moments of moderate threat when the characters are threatened (usually by guards). Elements of
rape in prisons can be sad. Rape is also widely implied by prison beatings. Moderates call the new inmates fresh fish, with one asking a new inmate if he had taken it. The film contains several sexual references, but they only occur in the first third or so of the film. Most of these references
are related to rape. The narrative implies that rape is a constant occurrence for Andy. One scene involves the same people who usually terrorize him by punching and kicking him on the ground, while one moderately describes how he would put his penis in Andy's mouth, to which Andy
responds graphically why they shouldn't do so. The scene that takes place in the prison shower, where the men are naked but not visible full frontal nudity, although several men bare butts are visible briefly. The poster is rather scantly woman shown briefly (poster one million years BC). At
the beginning of the film, the murdered wife of a man is seen in bed with another person having an obvious romance (only their bare shoulders are visible, but both characters moan, kissing and making obvious facial expressions). The man telling the story briefly mentions contraband in
packets of playing cards with naked ladies on them in jail, although the cards themselves are never shown on screen or brought up again. - While the person is in isolation, the prison guard tells him that if he ever tells anyone about corruption in prison, he will send him to the sodomites
below, and he will feel that he was fucked by a train. Hope, endurance and unconditional friendship are the main themes of the film. Corruption, manipulation and betrayal are also present, but they are shown to fail in the end. The problem of institutionalization is shown and discussed - the
prison inmate spent so much time in prison that he forgot how to live outside the prison. Honesty and perseverance are the main themes. But this one's the best. I loved every second of it. Csm... WHY DID YOU GIVE HIM FOUR STARS!!!!?!?.???! This movie has F-K S-T more curse words,
but they are not frequent, in general 7/10. There is a sex scene (you can't see anything.) that lasts a few seconds, a whole 3/10. For violence, SPOILER ALERT!!!! Brooks hanged himself, sad. That guy with a cut-off haircut whose name I never remember gets shot in the back a few times.
(Bloody.) And before the arrest, the warden shoots himself in the head, in general 8/10. Drugs are not so bad, prisoners smoke and in one scene drink beer. (This is Smoking smoking Overall 2/10. The total quality is 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 of 5 stars. Best film ever, but
depends on the maturity of the child. Positive MessagesViolity and ScarinessLanguageDrinking, Drugs and Smoking Report This review Stand by Me - Das Geheimnis eines Sommers (1986) Add a guide to Go to: Gravity? 3 16 67 44 We were unable to provide your estimate. Please try
again later. Almost every curse word said in this movie Boobs is used a couple of times as well. One use of the slut's son Chris tells Ace Why don't you go home and f---ing your mother a few more during a threatening situation. Ace calls Chris a little f'ggot a few uses what the F'K name call
(fatass, asshole, stupid, bastard, son of a bitch, idiot, slut, faggot, loonie, douchebag, etc.) The F-word is used about a dozen times in the film. 17-21 shit. 4 bloody, plus a couple uses Jesus (especially in one memorable line). 9 uses in a non-sexual way. There is swearing, but nothing
special Other strong tongues such as shit, fuck, - hole, etc. Kids use some minor language as insults, but it is in a playful manner Most language is used as an insult But too any bad words they use and one uses urine. The Parents Guide points below can give away important plot points. In
this scene gordies returning from buying $2.37 worth of groceries, jumps the gate to the landfill and is noticed by the owner Milo. At this time Gordy hears Milo shouting to his guard dog at Sic Em and follows him! A horrible and tense scene for a very scared Gordy. In one scene, the boys
walk along the railway tracks, and when the train comes the boys run for their lives, a very intense scene as two of the boys were almost hit, but they do it off the rails. Die Verurteilten (1994) Add to the Guide Go to: Gravity? 61 202 245 48 We have not been able to provide your estimate.
Please try again later. The inmates call the new prisoners fresh fish, with one asking the new prisoner if he had been taken. The film contains several sexual references, but they only occur in the first third or so of the film. Most of these references are related to rape. The narrative implies
that rape is a constant occurrence for Andy. One scene involves the same people who usually terrorize him by punching and kicking him on the ground, while one moderately describes how he would put his penis in Andy's mouth, to which Andy responds graphically why they shouldn't do
so. The scene that takes place in the prison shower, where the men are naked but not visible full frontal nudity, although several men bare butts are visible briefly. The poster is rather scantly woman shown briefly (poster one million years BC). At the beginning of the film, the murdered wife
of a man in bed with another person having an obvious romance (only their bare shoulders are visible, but both characters moan, moan, and the obvious expression of the face). The man telling the story briefly mentions contraband in packets of playing cards with naked ladies on them in
jail, although the cards themselves are never shown on screen or brought up again. - While the person is in isolation, the prison guard tells him that if he ever tells anyone about corruption in prison, he will send him to the sodomites below, and he will feel that he was fucked by a train. The
Parents Guide points below can give away important plot points. The man is splashed with sewage, and then crawl on the sewer pipe. The narrative says that sewage is excrement. The man was shot four times in the chest. Bloody bullet wounds are visible for a short time. He then lies in a
pool of blood with bullet wounds on his back for a good 10 seconds. The man committed suicide by hanging. We see his legs jerk for a second or two. His body can be seen from behind for a few seconds. Rape is also widely implied by prison beatings. Beating.
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